Selfie Tour
Shoot your shot with this self-guided selfie tour. Tag us at #NHMLA and we might share your pics!

**Antlers**  *Level 2, Discovery Center*
Be a deer, don’t buck the trend. Don a pair of antlers for the camera.

**Polar Bear**  *Level 2, outside Discovery Center*
Pose with towering polar bear that’s welcoming people into our Discovery Center.

**Being eaten by a T. rex**  *Level 1, Dinosaur Hall*
Say hello to our three *T. rexes* in the Dinosaur Hall.

**Dueling Dinos**  *Level 1, Grand Foyer*
Add some drama to your social media feed with our iconic Dueling Dinos in our elegant Grand Foyer.

**Nature Gardens**  *Level G, Nature Gardens*
Add a floral flourish to your photos by stopping by this bench in our Nature Garden.

What blows YOUR mind?  Share, Tag, and Win  #MindBlownLA